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ABSTRACT
Parallel and distributed computing has been entered into the era of cloud computing which provides highly scalable
computational power and remote location data storage with secure, fast and in cost effective way. So it has captured the attention
of big IT giants for availing flexible, readily elastic and cost effective economical IT operations. Cloud computing environments
provide dynamically manageable virtualized computing resources. The management of these resources is taking big account in
cloud. So the scheduling has of vital importance in cloud computing. In this paper, we give an elaborate idea about Genetic
Algorithm and its several variants proposed for task scheduling in cloud environment and idea of GA based scheduler is proposed
in which population is produced by Enhanced Max Min by which makespan can be reduced and load of resources can be
balanced.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today is the era of smart computing. Everybody wants to use resources instantly. So researchers started to think about a
technology, which can serve anywhere anytime. Mark Weiser solved this problem by an intelligent idea of computing,
known as ubiquitous computing. In morden age, we are using this as Cloud Computing. Cloud computing is a new form
of ubiquitous computing which delivers almost all the IT services through the internet in virtualized manner. There are
three types of cloud computing services : Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) and Software as a
Service (SaaS) [1,2] which can accessed by users in a Pay-per-Use-On-Demand model in which guaranteed high quality
cloud services are offered to the customer by the service providers through tailored SLA[3,4]. SLA can be achieved by
effective utilization of resources so the management of these resources are very important. In cloud computing, the
effective scheduling policy can maximize the throughput of the cloud environment. The main purpose is to schedule tasks
to the adaptable resources in accordance with adaptable time, which involves finding out a proper sequence in which
tasks can be executed under transaction logic constraints. So in cloud computing, there are various type of meta heuristic
algorithms for scheduling problem in cloud computing such as genetic algorithm (GA), ant colony optimization (ACO),
particle swarm optimization (PSO) etc [16]. Due to the versatile features of GA algorithm, like easy interfacing with
existing simulations and models and the ability of handling multiobjective problems, GA is widely used among all
algorithms of its category [6]. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes related research
for scheduling in grid computing and Cloud Computing. Section III discusses about the scheduling techniques. Section IV
describes the Genetic Algorithm. Section V gives the idea about the new Improved Genetic Algorithm telling how we can
combine Min-Min and Max-Min in genetic Algorithm. Section VI is having the simulations and results. Section VII tells
about the future scope and conclusion of this paper.

2. GENETIC ALGORITHM SCHEDULING
Genetic algorithm is based on “Selects The Best, Discards The Rest” principle. With the help of Genetic Algorithms
(GAs) technique, task scheduler can search optimized solution from large solution spaces in polynomial time. Genetic
algorithm is a directed search algorithm based on biological progression. Researchers have proposed several variations of
standard genetic algorithms to improve its efficiency of finding optimized solutions. Figure 2 shows the steps used in a
general GA.
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Fig. 1: Flow of Standard Genetic Algorithm [17]
Genetic algorithm begins with the initialization of population. Initialization of population is a method in which the set of
individuals are defined which represents the possible solution to the scheduling problem [5]. After that selection of better
individuals will be determined with the help of fitness function. The crossover and mutation operation is used for
shuffling of newly generated population.

3.RELATED WORK
Scheduling of tasks is a critical issue in Cloud Computing, so a lot of researches have been done in this area. The
following table summarizes different genetic task scheduling algorithms based on their scheduling goals, parameters and
tools used along with future scope.
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4.THE PROPOSED WORK
Generally in GA initial population are used to generate randomly. This initial population are used further for generation
of new population. Randomly generated solution are not efficient because there is chance that newly generated solution
may be repeated. So In our proposed work, we have generated initial population by the Enhanced Max-Min algorithm
[18]. The working process of Enhanced Max Min is given below in Fig 2.

Fig 2: Enhanced Max Min Algorithm
Above mention algorithm can produce more optimized makespan if we use this in Genetic Algorithm. So here we
introduce a idea in which initial population is not generated randomly. Instead of this , initial population is generated by
advance section of Max-Min algorithm. After initializing the population by Enhanced Max Min, resulting population will
be evaluated by fitness criteria. Crossover and Mutation operation will be applied on selected individuals. This process
ends when termination condition meet. The below mention fig 3 shows the flow of proposed methodology.

Fig. 3 Proposed Genetic Algorithm

5.RESULT DISCUSSION
We have used CloudSim as a simulator for checking the performance of our improved algorithm and the standard Genetic
Algorithm. CloudSim is an extensible simulation toolkit that enables modeling and simulation of Cloud computing
systems and application provisioning environments. The CloudSim toolkit supports both system and behaviour modeling
of Cloud system components such as data centers, virtual machines (VMs) and resource provisioning policies. It
implements generic application provisioning techniques that can be extended with ease and limited efforts. We have
considered Virtual Machines as resource and Cloudlets as tasks/jobs. We have measured the makespan of different
algorithms while number of VMs are varying and cloudlets are fixed.
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Testing Case: Number of Cloudlets fixed (100) and Varying VMs
Table II: Comparison of Makespan

Sample

1(5 VM)
2(10 VM)
3(15 VM)
4(20 VM)

Improved Efficient
Max-Min MaxMin
70.5
39.3
54.5
28.88
49.68
25.7
46.5
24.09

GA-LCFP

41.55
28.19
20.28
14.39

IGA

Efficient Genetic
Algorithm (EGA)
48.17
37.51
26.51
19.51

32.84
26.95
17.11
10.83

Above Table shows that proposed Efficient Genetic Algorithm produced lesser makespan then other algorithms because
algorithm selects the task which have average expected time and assign it to slowest resource. And rest all task is
scheduled to faster resources.

Fig. 4: Makespan Of all algorithm

6.CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Task scheduling is main problem in cloud computing scenario. Efficient task scheduling is essential for better utilization
of resources. In this paper three scheduling algorithms are discussed such as LCFP, Min-Min, Max-Min and Genetic
Algorithm. The idea of genetic algorithm comes from natural selection which consists of population generation, selection,
and mutation. This paper is our sincere attempt to reduce the makespan of algorithm by using enhanced Max Min for
initializing the population in GA. The experimental results show that the Efficient genetic algorithm minimizes the
makespan effectively than other algorithm. This idea can be further extended in which we can use execution cost of the
resource as fitness criteria.
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